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Edward Hardy "Ted" Harrison was an English-Canadian artist who created many paintings of 
the Yukon. He often used bright colours, bold shapes and dark outlines. His artworks often 
show how people lived within the powerful landscape of Northern Canada. His life motto 
was: "We should all try to spread a bit of happiness wherever we may be”.

Tip. To slow the really fast workers down (you know who they are) give them a thin brush to 
start with and for the slower workers give them thicker brushes to work with. Remind 
everyone of time and pace the class. We took +- 10 mins for the class discussion, +-20mins for 
planning and working with pencil, +-10mins for the pastel crayons and +- 20mins to add 
colour. 

Materials Required: 

1. A2 or A3 white page, 200 – 240g paper. The thicker the better.
2. Painter’s tape - not masking tape, we used Scotch-Blue Painter’s Tape for Multi-Surfaces 

available from most hardware stores
3. Pencil
4. Eraser
5. Pastel Crayons
6. Water Colour Paint 
7. Thick and 1 thin / medium brush
8. Water in a jug
9. Hand towel
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Prepare each workstation with a A2 or A3 paper, a pencil, eraser, pastel crayons, water, watercolour, one 
thin/medium sized brush and one thick brush.

Print out a few of Ted Harrison’s artworks (printouts) and stick them on the wall.

Start drawing your artwork 
with pencil (remembering 
the use of foreground, 
middle ground and 
background). Don’t draw to 
dark, sketch lightly!

Draw over the pencil outlines with 
crayons of different colours (use 
an eraser if the pencil lines are 
too dark). Refer to Ted Harrison’s 
pictures – see how he often uses 
contrasting colours.
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Start the class by looking at Ted Harrison’s artworks on the wall and having a discussion:
1. Ask the class what his paintings have in common.

Bright colours, bold shapes, no texture, no visible brush strokes, he outlines all his shapes 
and details in thick, coloured lines, which are sometimes in contrast with the other colours 
in the painting.

2. Ask the class what they think about the lines that he uses.
It is varied – he uses horizontal lines and sometimes balances them with vertical lines. He
uses wavier lines and contrasts them with straighter lines. Note that there are no truly 
straight lines.

3. Ask the class if they know that the ‘rule of thirds’ is.
Rule of thirds: an artwork can be split into three parts – the front (foreground), the middle 
(middle ground) and the back (background). The background is at the top of an image, the 
middle ground in the middle, and the foreground on the bottom of an image. This is used 
by artists to add depth to a two-dimensional image.

Ask the class to create their own Harrison-inspired landscapes! They should incorporate the 
elements discussed above, you can guide them with the following:
1) Include a foreground with house/ people/ animals
2) Include a middle ground with mountains or water
3) Include a background with sky and moon or sun
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Tape a +- 1cm frame around 
the paper with painter’s tape 
(this will be removed at the 
end to create a crisp white 
frame around the artwork).
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Prepare this part before the class begins
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Use a thick brush for the 
background and a thinner 
brush for the detail and 
around the pastel lines.

The last step is to remove the 
blue tape from the frame and 
add an autograph in the right 
bottom corner (like a true 
artist!).

Colour in between the crayon 
lines with water colour paint. 
Again, focus on using 
contrasting colours.
Check the time and hurry up 
the kids that are working too 
slow.
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Here are  a few of our masterpieces. We look forward to seeing yours! 
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